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The relation between Nations is like an empty area in
•which strange currents of wind sometimes play. Tradition-
ally each Nation "defends" itself by causing danger to
others, and "interested" parties see to it that the tradition
is maintained. But more serious is the glamour of war
service as a pursuit of a common good and an occasion
for self-devotion among the finest men. Peace, by contrast,
does not excite any enthusiasm; for it is conceived as only
a time when everybody looks after his own interest. The
institutions of peace, therefore, the League of Nations in
particular, have not been supported by either intelligence
or goodwill on the part of the representatives of the Great
Powers. But the fundamental difficulty is that the concep-
tion of peace is vague. When peace is an opportunity for
devotion to a common good as well recognized as the
common good pursued in war, then peace will be secure.
But that common good must be one shared by all Nations.
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After discussing whose good public policy should secure,
we should discuss what that good includes. Nothing is
more "individual" than health; but nothing more obviously
depends nowadays upon public organization. The city area
began by being a death-trap, and yet in that area life has
been lengthened and vitality during life increased. The
remedy for evils has led to a new ideal—the production
of a vigorous community. That is to say, public policy
once helped those who were defective; now it supports all
members of the community. We have created a new ideal
without intending it; the conception of a healthy and
vigorous community. The rates and taxes have given to
each of us a better chance of living longer and more
vigorously. This has changed the relationship between
different generations and released unsuspected abilities of
life in a community. Public services are not "charities" to
the poor, nor extractions from the rich; they are from the
community for the common good.
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